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screen or talked on their phone.
Razorcake’s efforts. 

–Todd Taylor

THANK YOU: Backlit silhouette thanks to Zachary Kolden for the cover photo 
and ten-feet-away-from-me thanks to Daryl Gussin for the cover design; 
Swirl cone on granite slab thanks to Brad Beshaw for his illo. in Sean’s 
column; Bad news taffy thanks to Jackie Rusted for her illo. in Jim’s column; 
We’re stoked and honored to have Cassie J. Sneider aboard as Razorcake’s 
newest columnist; Dogsuit thanks to Marcos Siref for his illo. in Cassie’s 
column; Stuck on you thanks for Alex Barrett for his illo. in Nørb’s column; 
So that’s how you train a Chicken thanks to Jason Armadillo for his illo. in 
RC’s column; Abused Santa Claus, broken reindeer, lawn-wheelie thanks to 
frowning Bill Pinkel for his illo. in Dale’s column; Entire festivals dedicated 

Amy Adoyzie for the “One Punk’s Guide to Travel in Indonesia” article and 
layout; Seven years of steady employment at Walgreens thanks to Sam North, 
Bambie Guthrie, Marc Gärtner, and Keith Rosson for the Rational Anthem 
interview, photos, and layout; Hard artwork, wet music thanks to Collin 
Strange, Monica Martinez, Mirce Popovic, Félix Reyes, and Matt Average for 
the Criminal Code interview, photos, introduction, and layout; Your head is 
where your orgasm is thanks to Noah Wolf and Shanty Cheryl for their photo 
and interview help with White Murder; Whoah. Did you just feel that? There’s 
a sea change afoot in our reviewer core. We’re testing out a raft of new folks. 
Thanks to the following reviewers who chucked their hats in the ring for 
#76’s rotation of music, zines, books, and videos—in reverse alphabetical 

Arenas, Ryan Nichols, Rene Navarro, Paul J. Comeau, Noah Wolf, Nicole 
Macias, MP Johnson, Mike Frame, Michael T. Fournier, Matthew Hart, Matt 
Seward, Mark Twistworthy, Laura Moreno, The Lord Kveldulfr, Kurt Morris, 
Juan Espinosa, John Mule, Jimmy Alvarado, Jim Joyce, James Meier, Ian 
Wise, Gary Hornberger, Dave Williams, Dave Brainwreck, Craven Rock, 
Colin Flaherty, Chris Peigler, Chad Williams, Camylle Reynolds, Bryan 
Static, Brent Nimz, Billups Allen, Bianca, Art Ettinger, and Adam Mullett; 
The following folks stepped forward to help us do our part over the past two 
months. Without their help, we’d be fucked: Candice Tobin, Kari Hamanaka, 
Matthew Hart, Phill Legault, Chris Baxter, Mary Clare Stevens, Marty Ploy, 
Andrew Wagher, Rene Navarro, Janeth Galaviz, Mars Bravo, Rishbha Bhagi, 
Adrian Chi, Megan Pants, Jenn Swann, George Rager, Alex Martinez, Jimmy 
Alvarado, Noah Wolf, Matt Average, Ever Velasquez, Joe Dana, Christina 
Zamora, Juan Espinosa, Sean Arenas, Aaron Kovacs, Nicole Macias, Jordan 
Anne Jacobi, Yvonne Drazan, Julia Smut, Jenn Witte, Dave Eck, Chris Pepus, 
George Lopez, Donna Ramone, Tim Burkett, Jeff Proctor, Josh Rosa, Toby 
Tober, Sal Lucci, Johnny Volume, Jennifer Federico, Nighthawk, Marcos 
Siref, Steve Thueson, Evan Wolff, Eryc Why, Ronnie Sullivan, Marcus 
Solomon, Bill Pinkel, Kurt Morris, Bob Schriner, Jason Armadillo, Laura 
Collins, Nation of Amanda, Caitlin Hoffman, and Derek Whipple. 

Inside This Bubble

–George Orwell,
“The Prevention of Literature”
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“It posed the question posed by all such stone piles: how had puny men moved stones so big? And, like all such stone 
piles, it answered the question itself. Dumb terror had moved those stones so big.” –Kurt Vonnegut, Cat’s Cradle
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Y
My Brain Is Hanging Upside Down

LAZY MICK
I’M AGAINST IT

SEAN CARSWELL

“Following
orders is no good 
excuse for 
genocide. ”

A MONKEY TO RIDE THE DOG

You Got to Pick Up the Pieces

dogs can get to the balls before Main Street. 

Come On, Sort Your Trash

were dying to get in. 

taking down headstones. They contacted the 

the headstones were either kept in storage 

lawns or at the beach.

everyone concerned.

to the specs provided by a few grainy old 

graves of veterans. This narrative worked 

veteran who had won the Medal of Honor 

Medal of Honor recipient. They also erected 

every day.

You Better Pull Yourself Together

into territory that traditionally had been 

responded by attacking what they saw as 
an invading force. Polk declared this an act 

the losing side of that war. In a lot of ways, 

honoring the veterans of the invading force 
that violently overthrew the sovereignty of 
their ancestors?

My ancestors weren’t part of the war. I know 

this history.



dozens of other tribes I have neglected to 

soldiers who participated in the genocide 

pissed off at Reagan when he visited the 

of the Medal of Honor. I don’t want to 

Medal of Honor.

actively participated in a genocide. That 

against this one.

who I got to choose, is Filipino, I can take a 

Maybe You Got Too Much Cash

dollars on rocks in a park with engravings 
that are ignorant, at best.

–Sean Carswell

07

I just think we can do better as a culture than 
spending several thousand dollars on rocks in a park with 
engravings that are ignorant, at best.

BRAD BESHAW



T
LAZY MICKI’M AGAINST IT

entity called god or a place called heaven. 
I don’t believe in angels or devils. I don’t 
believe in the virgin birth and I don’t 

of class warfare there is.

to be godparents for her best friend’s baby 

for godfather school, their response was 

*

delivery boy. I delivered the Washington 
Post

A.M. on 
A.M.

across the street.

being a newspaper boy is I’d occasionally 

sagging breasts and testicles. For a twelve-

always an accident.

I don’t know if I’d be capable of restraining 

*

Chargers play. There was a daycare facility 

edge these two.

I was a kid and they’ve been doing it this way 

JIM RULAND

“I got an eyeful 
of his priestly 
business.”

LAZY MICK

Losing My Religion



*

How do believers overlook the parts that 

shit crazy?

of horrors?

*

atrocity scale.

anyone has the gall to proselytize on the basis 

the self-appointed preachers, I’d challenge 

and I knew it better than they did.

*

don’t live in it.

his predecessor.

–Jim Ruland

 09

I guess that’s why I’m not a 
believer. I ask too many questions.

JACKIE RUSTED





Shanty Cheryl's Photo Page
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I I had been wavering between these two 

a few years back. The heavy leather vest 

 broke to Are You Gonna Eat That?

day is like the episode of The Twilight Zone 

probably-replaced hip. “It’s like it was meant

Village People. 

dollars is way

was also realistically self-deprecating. If I 

after years of being the kid in the front row 

bowling. It was like being in a rock’n’roll 

incontinent Chinese Crested Hairless dogs, 

to the side of the stage, watching the crowd. 

being nineteen and everyone getting a little 

friend a birthday card that said, “Thirty? 

were 

of people looking down, live-tweeting 

indoors. I had to wait for these to develop. I 

favorite band knows who I am.

LAZY MICKI’M AGAINST IT
“Today, I am 

lone mustard-
colored wolf.”

CASSIE J SNEIDER

?

HERE COMES
SUCCESS!



show, past the older people standing by 

there is never a valid reason to take a 

and I landed. 
now, wondering if I was getting too old to 

cigarettes across the street.

–Cassie J. Sneider

15

MARCOS SIREF



A Razorcake for 

reptilian forebrain when he got to the part 

stickers that were on a record’s shrink wrap 

Sure, it’ll eventually bend up 

hundred years from now, who’ll know the 
difference?

Seeking
Love

Are shrink 
wrap stickers the last great bastion of 
untapped punk rock ephemera fetishization???

200 blue, 100 red, 700 black and one on 
glow-in-the-dark-green vinyl that plays 
backwards at 54 rpm. nobody
knowledge, has ever kept track of the stickers

than eleven

How many 
albums had the sticker? How many stickers 
were made? Who put the stickers on the 
albums? What’s the distribution of stickered 
albums vs. non-stickered albums look like? 

in a warehouse somewhere???

the shrink wrap and try to stick it back on the 
Hey, it’s a Jem Records Import! The 

neighbors should know this! 
Alternative Chartbusters

cover ((along with a sort of fake sticker-type 
thing that was printed on the cover of Italian 

The Incredible 
Shrinking Dickies, 

one tiny 
photo of a record bearing this sticker ((in 
contrast, the band’s Paranoid white vinyl 

was too high with the kind-of-sort-of 

sterner adhesive. My copy of Never Mind the 

Bollocks, Here’s the Sex Pistols had only 
eleven songs listed on the back cover, with a 

peel it off to see if there was anything 

peel the banana sticker off the front of the 

Clash’s London Calling

Damaged

113th Man

LAZY MICKI’M AGAINST IT

REV. NORBI

FACTORY SEALED 
FOR YOUR PROTECTION

AMERICAN GRILLED 

CHEESE REVIEW

“Nothing says 
punk rock like 
an abstract 
representation
of water.”



Are shrink wrap stickers the last 
great bastion of untapped punk rock 
ephemera fetishization???
engender two whole generations of parodies 

download ((or, in the case of Chocolate 

Vibrators Pure Mania
like that)), stickers which, as in the case of 

Gay Singles, The Go 
Whatcha’ Doin?, et al)), and stickers which 

Racey Roller
little crinkly piece of shit? Having the sticker 
rattling around some random place is not 
helpful to my aesthete’s lifestyle! 

Rock!

original appearance, and does away with 
the offending shrink wrap. The only 

Nørb

17

ALEX BARRETT
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Dan Monick's Photo Page



I

I’M AGAINST IT

Dinghole Report #133: 
RAIL! ROAD! RUCKUS!!!

warning or a scratching-of-the-head followed 

he knew of a cool spot for the Chicken to 

onto what appeared to be a dead train engine. 

dead rails with no signs of life. 

ever really

miles

in Chicken/cop interactions of the past. My 

lengthy verbal lashing and interrogation. 

older than he was. The other kept asking if 

penalty for trespassing on train property was 

to date? Yes. Have I decided to start carrying 

Dinghole Report #134: 
Add Flour and Stir Briskly!

ever

Pooooof!!!! White Out!!!!

RHYTHM CHICKEN

“It all 
seemed 
so natural.”

THE DINGHOLE REPORTS



front of his police car directly in front of the 

veritable storm of food

the rockers in their black rocker shirts 

the black hood and windshield all white 

–Rhythm Chicken

 21

serving soup!
This sure beats 

JASON ARMADILLO
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Rachel Murray Framingheddu's Photo Page
David Lynch



T

I’M AGAINST IT

“Oh shit, that kid’s ass is grass

and have their lives together. Yet, there’s a 

these instances. 
The fondest recollections of school 

My oldest pal Chris (who I know is reading 
this) and I happened to get assigned to the 

school who was hyperactive beyond words. 

Family
Affair

Michael’s was to walk into other classes and 

matter

“I
never promised you a rose garden!” (an 

Todd, Chris, and the rest of the class started 

Okay! His PENIS!
PENIS!

needles on the concrete back steps of said 
grade school.  The whole back fence of the 

of the coaches who saw what was going on 

happened, he pointed at Todd and said, “Go 
Now,

school, there was one incident on the 

the original black and white version of Porky 

teacher’s aides, started to yell across the 

a beat, Chris booted the basketball in her 

Chris into hysterics as he was dragged off into 

years now (as far as I know), right Chris?

I’M AGAINST IT
DESIGNATED DALE

“‘You 
could have 
really hurt 
his PENIS!’”

Advanced Shenanigannery

28



all the way across town on city streets and 

There was always partying going on at 

Halloween night to settle the score for their 

Mad Max.

outta

–Designated Dale

Nick chained an illuminated plastic Santa 
and set of reindeer from someone’s front 
yard to his dirt bike and went hauling ass 
around the neighborhood. 

BILL PINKEL
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In December 2011, police 
descended upon a punk show 
in Banda Aceh, Indonesia and 
arrested sixty-four teenagers for 
being, well, punks. The concert was 
a fundraiser for local charities and 
had the proper legal permissions to 
be held, according to the organizers. 
The police claimed the organizers 
didn’t have the right permits, and 
they also claimed to have found 
marijuana and sharp objects that 

sixty-four youths were taken to the 
Aceh State Police Camps and held 
for almost two weeks. Their heads 
were forcefully shaved, their clothes 
burned, and they were forced to 
pray and take communal baths to 
“cleanse” themselves. 

1

what was happening in Indonesia in general. 
I was aware that Indonesia has one of the 

was also aware that Indonesia has the largest 

needed to abide by the rather strict tenants of 

within the pages of Maximumrocknroll
not an insider and I don’t pretend to be. I was 

A Brief History of Punk in Indonesia

of over 130,000 islands. It was colonized by 

one of the driving social forces involved in 

Most people I have spoken with (as well as 

Most people I spoke to who were 

and write their own zines. 

initially took very little notice of the growing 

1 BBC News, “Indonesia’s punks shaved for ‘re-education’” 14 December 2011. Available at bbc.uk/news/world-asia-16176410)



Submissive 
Riot

highly active in political resistance against 

political sphere.

events, fanzines, independent records labels, 

3

by corporate interests have raided the scene 

characterizations.

Commercialization and Resistance

2 Joanna Pickles, “Punk, Pop and Protest: the birth and decline of political punk in 
Bandung” Review of Indonesia and Malaysian Affairs, vol. 41, no.2, 2007.

3 Hikmawan Saefullah, “The Silenced Protest: Punk and Democratisation in 
Indonesia,” unpublished paper, no date.
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that left eleven people dead. Regardless 

were increasingly cast in a negative light 
and show organizers have had to apply for 

Rockers who once wore an anti-cigarette T-

sponsored concert. 
The corporatization of the Indonesian 

while they defended their decision with 



decreasing as bigger stores and corporate 

think I have ever seen a greater integration 

known practices is teaching street kids how 

Diversity and Fragmentation

Jakarta, it is also a challenge to travel across 

Maybe in Jakarta it’s not really hard to go to 

has been tension between the Jakarta and 

violence within the scene. There have been 
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Punk and Islam

(a strict code based on a rather conservative 

They were held in barracks and while 

an easy target. So the police swooped down 

drinking alcohol, harassing passers-by, and 

show had been raided and people detained, 

Nothing Nice to Say 
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got into a conversation with two Indonesian 
riot grrrls. They wore black headscarves, black 

teenage angst that they had to deal with, and 

tactic by local politicians and it worked. 

police’s heavy-handedness and the negative 

in the past election based on their opinion 

Taqwacore to get 

also be an active participant in organized 
to choose one over the other. 



80
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recognition that there is one God and He is the 

Viva D.I.Y.

tolerance, and acceptance. There was pride 

noted that engaging with corporate life was 

Punk Ilegal 
MRR) and Hantamstagnansi, both 

AM with 

in Indonesia are poor. They don’t get welfare 

was at the forefront of bringing down the 

Indonesia I was heartened by the resistance 

Kevin Dunn teaches politics at a small college 
in New York state. He regularly publishes on 
various aspects of world politics, including global 
punk culture.



When I was eighteen years old, I played 
in a band with Chris Hembrough. I 
smashed the windows of his house 
one night in a drug and alcohol-fueled 
rage. By 2008 (about four years later) 
we were friends again, but the kind 
of friends who rarely—if ever—hung 
out. He called me and asked if I’d come 
see his band play. They asked if I could 
help them out with a few things and 
one thing led to the next. I convinced 
them to change their name (originally 
Portman). I helped them put together 
a demo. I put together an East Coast/

Street Records to make their next 
release appear more legitimate. 

We drew some boundaries after a bit 
of tumult. I continued to put out their 
records, but I didn’t want to have to 
do any other chores for them and they 
didn’t want to put up with my mental 
illness. Part of me thought that without 
my incredibly skilled hand on the wheel, 
the band would crumble to shit. Part 
of me was wrong. Rational Anthem has 
grown to become one of my absolute 
favorite bands. And thanks to some 
serious, long-term inpatient treatment, 
I’m no longer a mixed blessing or a 
liability for them. I’m just a friend and 
a fan.

We sat down for two hours the night 
before they left town for their sixth 
annual U.S. tour to talk about their 
(often our) misadventures along with 
the kind of personal stuff that wouldn’t 
normally come up if we were just 
hanging out as buddies.

INTERVIEW BY Sam North
PHOTOS BY Bambi Guthrie 
(bambiguthrie.smugmug.com) AND 
Marc Gärtner (marc-gaertner.de)
LAYOUT BY Keith Rosson



BAMBI GUTHRIE



BAMBI GUTHRIE

Sam:

Chris:

those kiddie harnesses. He needs one of those 

Noelle: On an Indian reservation.
Chris:

probably

Noelle:

It was cold.
Chris: How did we…?
Noelle:
Pete:
cops?
Chris:

go

Noelle:

the woods, Spillane stopped to pee, and the 

Chris:

Sam:

Market for working too slowly.
Chris:

Noelle: He looked ahead and didn’t see 

casino and fell asleep on a bench. They 

sleep there.
Sam:
they were walking?
Noelle:
Chris:

Noelle:
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Noelle:

Sam:

Noelle:
Sam:
feel? How will this one be different?
Noelle:

percent booked and we haven’t left yet.
Chris:

offering.

Sam:

for it to be one of the bands
trying to get in. 

Noelle:
Chris:

songs have gotten a little better and that has 

Noelle:

Sam:

Chris:

on the road and getting to play shows every 

Sam:

Noelle:
Gainesville Fest.
Pete:

know where we’re at and they know how to 

play, we’d like to play.
Sam:

Pete: That was easy to do.
Chris:

Sam:

get to play that.
Chris:

Sam:

different working with other labels?
Noelle:

Pete:

Noelle:

Sam:

Chris: Oh yeah.
Pete:

Sensitivity Training happen.
Chris:

Sensitivity
Training

Sam:

Pete:

Noelle:
Pete:

Sam:
California?
Pete:

Chris:
Pete:
dreadlocks.
Sam:

Pete:
gonna get the band that I was in to do what 

toward the end.
Sam:

Pete:
Chris: Constantly doing something. Moving 

Pete:

Noelle:

Pete:

Chris: Since I was ten.
Pete:

space kicking the shit. 
Sam: In every interview I’ve seen with a girl 
in the band…
Noelle:

Sam:

Noelle:

Pete:

Chris:

Pete:
no one paying attention to whether it’s a girl 
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Noelle:

Chris:
Sam:
don’t have a really girly, high-pitched voice.
Noelle:
they hear the record. 
Chris:

Noelle: Chris can’t sing.
Chris: I cannot.
Sam:
Noelle: He’s doing good.
Chris:

Sam:

Noelle: It’s probably seventy/thirty. Or 

Chris: Sensitivity Training

Whatevermind, I took the initiative and 

leads, anything solo, anything that takes 

Sam:
the new record (Whatevermind), I think is 

Pete:

Sam:

loathing shit. 
Chris:

Sam:

that way?
Chris:
when I write that shit it’s for a reason.
Sam:

Noelle:

to be happy. Honestly.
Sam:

in the face.
Noelle: Yes.
Sam:
Chris:

a song is a socially acceptable way to 

Sam:

Pete:

rap videos, and then I beat off and go to 

love getting to play this fast, which I hadn’t 
done since I played in hardcore bands when 

Noelle:

Pete:

Noelle:
Pete:

kid and a lot of the bands that I played 

Sam:

Pete:

grade talent show. I had long hair and an 

Sam:

Noelle:

Pete:
never even heard this.
Noelle:
with Chris and Josh.
Chris: I started playing bass for this band. 

the driveway.
Noelle:
Chris:

Sam:

Noelle: I wrote lyrics…
Chris:
Noelle:

interpret. Me no talk good. I wrote a whole set 

Chris:

Pete:

Sam:
it’s pretty dark.
Chris:
Sam:
Chris: Yeah.
Sam: It’s pretty hopeless.
Chris:
I don’t see it that way.
Sam:

Chris:

Sam: I interpreted it as “I can do this, I can 

Chris:

Sam:

Noelle:



BAMBI GUTHRIE



Sam:
Noelle: I had an entire day where these 

Sam:
Noelle:
Sam:

does life look like in ten years?
Noelle:

Chris: Hell yeah.
Noelle:

Sam:
Chris: It’s for the band. I wanna be in an area 
where other people play and appreciate the 

of cities where we can play decent shows.
Noelle:

Chris:

efforts to keep the band going as we are now. 
So long as we do that I’ll be happy.
Pete:

Sam:

Noelle:
Pete: I don’t wanna play Tiki bars.
Sam:
Noelle:
Chris:

Pete:

Chris:

Pete:

Noelle:

Sam:
Pete:
Noelle:
long ways away.
Pete:

screened-in porch, it’s hard to leave.
Sam:

Pete: One of the things that escalated into 

Noelle:

Pete:

Chris:
Pete:

in a gas station.
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Noelle:

Chris:

Pete:
Chris:

Pete:

we went back down to get shitfaced at the bar. 

Chris:
Pete:

Sam:
art for Sensitivity Training

with the kid and a Playboy… It’s kind of that 

Noelle:
Pete:

Noelle:

Sam:

Noelle: I think we get away with a lot of shit 

Chris:
Noelle: Yeah, so I can do whatever I want.
Pete:

Sam:

Chris:

Pete:

Sam:

Noelle:
Pete:
biological clock is ticking and he’s probably 

Sam: He’s what? Twenty two?
Pete:
Sam:
Pete: Yeah, I know who it is too. She told 

Noelle:

Pete:

Chris:
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Noelle:
the train.
Pete: For possession of dirty needles and 

Sam:
Chris:
Pete:

Chris:
they will do that.
Pete:

Sam:

Chris:

Pete:
Noelle:

Chris:

Noelle:
Chris:

Noelle:

Chris:

Noelle: Terminator 2 and 
everything was back on track.
Chris:

the band was a revolving door of what the 

Noelle:
Chris:

Noelle:

Chris:

and were walking downstairs. I had walked 

I watched their van speed off into the distance 

everywhere. I don’t know how the people we 

Noelle:

Chris: They had to throw that whole bed 

Noelle:
Chris:

Sam:
Chris:

Pete:
have left to do after that?
Noelle:
Chris:



It was a mighty reminder of the power of 
music when I saw Criminal Code play the Comet 
in Seattle this past March. Their set was an 
unabashed statement of punk rock. Taiga and Chris 
doused me in a river of loud, wet, guitar texture 

and hooks while Taiga barked pissed, pained vocals. 
Jawsh’s drums were tight, explosive, pummeling while 
Andrew’s bass was a fucking stalwart pillar from which 
they doled out melodically buoyant songs as dinghies 

the bridge in “Wandering” off their Cold Thought 12” EP.  
The swelling build-up is like being caught in a vortex; 
the release a cathartic triumph over the whirlpool. Of 
course, I’ve been a fan since their start in 2010, but 
Criminal Code’s brand of tuneful, dark punk delivered 
with hardcore urgency is damn infectious and near 
perfect. I can’t imagine what the effect of seeing them 
that night would’ve been on me if I hadn’t before ‘cause 
that night they carried this cat away. 

Good music is even better when solid people make 
it. Taiga, Andrew, Jawsh—the core of Criminal Code—
are also a mighty reminder of friendship and DIY ethic. 
I’m lucky to count them as pals. I can just as easily 

have a heart-to-heart with them about identity and 
place, or pogo around like Alice Bag at shows, or read 
Please Kill Me aloud to each other in character, or toss 
French Fries across an alley into each other’s mouths in 

hilariously adorable story of getting separated from his 
band mates. Wouldn’t you believe a guy dressed in all 
black, in Portland, to be punk, too?

upcoming No Device LP on Deranged Records. It is 
sure to capture the hearts and minds of many. Other 
releases include a self-released demo tape and 7”, the 
Cold Thought 12” EP and Sacred Hands 7” on Inimical 
Records, a split 7” with Big Crux on Bedside Records, 
the Hollowed 7”on Deranged, and an appearance on 
Iron Lung Mix Tape #2. 

Do yourself a favor and catch Criminal Code on 
their U.S./Canadian tour this October. Anyone would 
be fortunate to see and hear such a band. Anyone 
would be fortunate to meet and know such people.

–Félix Reyes



Criminal Code is:
Taiga - guitar/vocals
Jawsh - drums
Andrew - bass

Interviewee: Taiga Dinger
Interview by Collin Strange and Daryl
Photos by Monica Martinez, 
Mirce Popovic, and Matt Average
Layout by Matt “Golden Boy” Average

Daryl:

Taiga:

and went inside. 

Collin:
no lyric sheets, stark graphics, et cetera. Is this 
deliberate and, if so, why?
Taiga:

to interpret.
Collin:

Taiga:
personal events and also events that have 

keep their stories private. The No Device
will have a wide range of lyrical content. I 

Daryl:

Taiga:

Daryl:

songwriting?
Taiga:

Collin:

Taiga:

Daryl:
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Taiga:

own and beyond that... while drinking as 

Daryl:

of delivery? 
Taiga:

they knew what they were doing, and wrote 
great songs. 
Daryl:

Taiga:

Collin:

Taiga:

Daryl:

Taiga:

of being too paranoid and obsessive when 

Daryl:

scenario? Van Halen?
Taiga:

real
real

I need to get shit together and stop wasting 

Daryl:
Taiga: I think the show ran really late, so I 

show got started. I bet there was a cheap 

Collin: So, I know technically who sings, who 

what to the table in the songwriting process?
Taiga: I write all the songs, and Jawsh and/

skeleton of the songs, and everybody else 

Daryl:
Taiga:

Collin:

MONICA MARTINEZ



Taiga:

like starting a new band once we get together 

progressing as a band. I think a lot of bands 

Daryl:

Taiga:

Collin:

to practice?
Taiga:

No
Device

Collin:

Taiga:

hard to deserve any notoriety.
Daryl:

Taiga:

Collin:

written like that? 
Taiga:

Collin:

Taiga:

Daryl:
Taiga: I really like So Wrong They’re 
Right

obsolete and tacky too. We Jam Econo is 

59

We are all devices, 
novelties forced to feel 
like necessities.



Collin: How has the internet shaped the band?
Taiga:
is a big help. Online reviews are a big one, 

who are interested aware when we have new 

Daryl:
Taiga:

to call and directly talk to a person when we 

for the band.
Daryl:

Taiga:

novelties forced to feel like necessities. 
Daryl:

Taiga:
Collin:

it again?
Taiga:

Collin:
these days?
Taiga:

ago, a lot of the people who were part of the 

don’t do shows now. 
There’s also a cool spot called Fifth 

lot of bars, a few record stores, and tons of 

Daryl:

Taiga:

Collin:

Taiga:

those cities to catch a show or see friends. It’s 

Collin:

year’s gayest city. How did that happen?

MIRCE POPOVIC



Taiga:

kind of a big deal. 
Collin:

Taiga:

Daryl:

Taiga:

piecing together a band, so it’s cool to know 

Daryl:

Taiga:

Jawsh plays in a band called The Indoors and 

Daryl:

band together? Is there a hesitation?
Taiga:

Collin:

Taiga:

and I have been good friends for a while, and 

Daryl:

the darkness?
Taiga:
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leaving when we check levels.
Collin:

Taiga:

people of different ethnicity involved with 

played towns in states where people think 

Daryl:

Taiga:

fair that happens close to town once a year 

Collin:

Taiga:
It’s titled No Device

Collin:

Taiga:

Daryl: Cold Thought the “total 

Taiga:

We never ask for handouts or 
help, or expect any. We don’t 
have a bar for success, besides 
going to the bar.

MIRCE POPOVIC
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Interview by Todd Taylor and Noah Wolf
Additional questions and layout by Daryl
Photos by Shanty Cheryl
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Raw power in all forms has the 
potential for abuse.

Sexuality is powerful. 
Some punks are scared or 

squeamish of  sexuality. There 
aren’t lumps of  dolls banging 
against each other or sex 
referees during every act of  
coitus, blowing whistles and 
brandishing red cards as much 
as some may wish for it. There are 
expectations of  adult behavior in 

civilization. There are codes of  
consent in equality.

These codes may remind you 
of  this thing called DIY punk: self-
ownership, direct communication, 
and well-established boundaries.

Live, White Murder’s sexuality 
fills the room as real as any body. 
Both genders. Hannah and Mary 
are the obvious ones, stalking the 
room, jumping around, pushing 
into and over one another, 

dancing, screaming, staring, and 
confronting as microphone cords 
snake behind. Reuben, Mike, 
and Paul—although more rooted 
in space—blast and sweat and 
steam and pound.

This would be purely academic 
if  White Murder were merely a 
show, if  their music didn’t back the 
juice and strut. Think blistering, 
unhinged O-fucking-hio-based 
anxiety punk—The Chargers 
Street Gang, This Moment In 
Black History, Pere Ubu, We 
March. Think Emma Goldman and 
Le Tigre where body ownership 
means that fucking’s always a 
two-way street—that your body is 
your temple and it’s your duty to 
not only defend it, but to call out 
those who don’t respect it.

Lastly, let’s not forget that 
sexuality can often be fun, goofy, 
warm, considerate, and caring. It’s 
one part of  a much more complex 
system of  what it is to be human 
regardless what’s between your 
legs or on your chest.

That’s not a bad headspace to 
think about when a band starts 
playing or spins around on a 
record player. Here’s to White 
Murder, a powerful band carrying 
on exciting dialogues, dripping 
with tension.   -Todd Taylor

Todd: 

Hannah:
Todd: 

Hannah: 

Todd: 

singing. Period.
Hannah:
Paul: Milkshakes bring the boys to the yard. 

Mary: 



I channel 
my cat. 
She’s an 
amazing
dancer.
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being and this is what I like and what I do 

air. It’s there. It’s a topic.
Todd: 

are paying attention to different things and 
responding to different things, too. I think it’s 

Mary:

Hannah:

Mary:
Hannah:

Mary: 

feel the way I do, I have to keep doing it even if 

Hannah:
Mary:
Paul: 
Hannah: That hasn’t happened in a little 

Mary: 

Todd: 

Mary: 

Noah:

even, in general…
Mary:
Noah:

Mary:
Noah: That there’s going to be a political 

Mary: There’s a whole generation of people 

Hannah: 

Mary:

Noah:

she’s treated. There’s an established idea. 
Mary: 

That’s incredible. I don’t want to take away 

Todd: 

Mary:
Hannah:

Reuben: 

Paul:

it is. That’s how I feel and if people don’t get 

Todd: 
distracted by Hannah and Mary?
Reuben: I have no idea what they’re doing. 

Paul:

is Mike.
Reuben:

Todd: 
a while.
Reuben: 
Mary:
Paul:
Reuben:

Todd: Microphone cables off in different 
directions.
Paul: If I walked into a place and I saw a 

in the face a little bit. I like what they do.
Todd: The power and intensity is palpable. 
Reuben:

Hannah and Mary: Sorry.
Reuben:
Hannah:
Mary:

Hannah: 

Todd: 

Mary:

Todd: 

Mary:

Todd: 
Mary: 

this night.
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Todd: 
Is there any history in interpretive dance that 

Mary:
Hannah: Mary: 

Todd: Is there a direct correlation to what 

Mary:
Todd: 
Mary:

Hannah: 

Mary:
onto all of these different arts.
Todd: 

Mary:

fall into a horse corpse. It was intense. 
Todd: 

Paul:
Todd: 
Reuben:
Paul:

Mary:
Reuben:
Paul:
Reuben: 

Mary:
Todd: 

Paul:
Pedro and we wrote a song called “Harold’s 

the bands there and the people there are 

together and that’s how we are.
Reuben:
Todd: 

Hannah: Fact.
Reuben:
Mary:

Hannah:
Mary:
Reuben: The person who wrote that was not 
at the show… and I love this person.
Mary:
Todd: 
Mary:

Reuben:
Hannah:
Mary:
Paul:
Mary:

Paul: 

Hannah: 
Mary: 

Hannah: I was barefoot. So trashy.
Reuben:
Mary:

Hannah: She did?
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Noah: It’s 
not Whites 
Murdering.
Mary: That 
is correct.

Reuben: 
That’s what 

my Dad 
thought it 

was.
Mary: She did.

Reuben:

Mary: How?
Paul:
Noah: It’s one of the few legendary bands 

Paul:

Noah:

Mary: Man, I wanted to be Machete 

Paul: Me and Hannah were thinking of 

Noah:

Hannah:

Mary:
everything we walk on. 
Todd: 

Hannah:

Mary:
want it to be so literal. “Oh, this is a band 

the conversation and now it’s done. I don’t 
want to be in anything that’s done.
Noah:
Mary: That is correct.
Reuben: 
Noah: 
different ways.
Mary:
Todd: I think it adds to the tension of the 
band, too.
Mary:
Todd: 

Mary:

Hannah:
Noah:

Hannah:

and sing prettily. 
Reuben: That’s never going to happen 
ever again.
Hannah:

Todd: 

Mary:



just getting in the little 

playing, where your head 

orgasm is.

just getting in the little 

playing, where your head 

orgasm is.

just getting in the little 

playing, where your head 

orgasm is.
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Hannah:
Mary:
Todd: 
Mary: Right. I think the people who did that 

Todd: 

dated or people can discard it easily. “This 

Mary:

Todd: 
Mary:

Todd: 

Hannah: 
Reuben:
Hannah:
personal. They way they play is personal.
Mary: 

with that.
Todd: 

Paul:
Reuben:

showing off over there. 
Todd: He’s paying attention.
Mary:

Reuben:

Paul: Mike adds a lot, the bass player.
Todd: 

Paul: It’s like a big, giant tension ball. 
It’s going, going, going. It’s a back that 

happy endings.
Mary:
Todd: 

Hannah:

Flogging Molly.
Todd: 

Paul: 

Hannah:
that bad. 
Reuben:
Hannah:

following that vein.
Reuben:
Paul: 

Todd: 
Paul:
Reuben:

Todd: 
Paul: 
Reuben: There is no shitty taste.
Hannah:
Todd: 
Reuben:

Mary: 
to 311.
Noah:
Mary: I had shitty taste.
Todd: 
Reuben: Twenty-three.
Mary:
is bad taste.
Noah: I think this all relates to the 

Todd: 
Noah:

Hannah:

There are bad songs by good bands.
Paul:
Mary:

navigate it. I think it’s easy to get lost.
Noah:
branded as cool.
Mary: Right.
Paul:

Mary: 

Noah:
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Todd: 
Reuben:
Paul:

Reuben:

Hannah:
Paul:
bands that were before these bands. It’s easier 

Hannah:

Reuben:

Hannah:
Paul:
Noah:

tasteless people. People who don’t take the 

Reuben:
Mary: They don’t know if anything’s 

They don’t know anything beyond that. 

Noah:

Hannah and Mary: Yes.
Mary: 

their head and taken beyond. I aspire. 

it or know what’s good or don’t have any 

Reuben:
Mary:

why editors are so necessary.
Hannah: 

telling people... 
Paul: It’s their opinion. Maybe they really 
like it.
Todd: 

be part of the packaging process and I can 

Mary:
Todd: Right.
Noah: That’s why I think art ties into 
critical thinking.
Todd: 

We’re not in our twenties and 
we’re not doing this to be cute.
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Mary:

Todd: 

Mary: 

we believe in and we sweated and cried 
and bled over. 
Paul:
Mary: 

labored over that intensely, or at least 
respect it.
Todd: 

to break even.
All:

Paul:
Todd: 

Hannah: I have played violin since I was 

Todd: 

Hannah: 

what to do.
Todd: 
Hannah: I shook his hand and kind of 

Todd: 
Mary:
Paul:
Mary:
Paul:
Reuben:
Paul:
Mary:
Hannah:
Mary:

Todd: Perfect.

We do this 
because…
we mean it.
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AC4: Burn the World: LP

they’ve been known for since their 

and bringing a stronger presence to 

AGE OF WOE: Inhuman: LP

adorned-spikes-below feeling. I wasn’t 

ANCHOR, THE: Party!: 7”

bands that I have to thank Razorcake

Party! is the 

what I want to do when I hear it. I said 

APACHE DROPOUT / 
THREE MAN BAND: Split: 7”

bass lines. It’s good, raw rock and roll 

doesn’t disappoint. The Three Man 

BABY GHOSTS: Ghost in a Vacuum: 7”

to get one. I’ve been known to pass a 

BARGE: No Gain: 7” EP

BFG: Blue: LP

BIG BOYS: Fun, Fun, Fun…: 12”EP

Fun, Fun, 
Fun…

are singalongs with all their friends. 

yet never feels strained or stretched thin. 

skateboard down a deserted street in the 

possibility with a hint of danger. It’s not 

have record with the love and detail that 

BIG EYES: Almost Famous: CD

BISHOPS GREEN: Self-titled: CD

digging this disc. They’re great live, too. 

BITS OF SHIT: “Meat Thump” 
b/w “W.W.Me”: 7”
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GUIDELINES AND FAQS
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"Simultaneously the coolest thing and the curse of punk 

BIG BOYS, Fun, Fun, Fun… 12”EP





a dog carcass? Is it old tires? Scalding 

bodies. This is the landscape that 

length, Cut Sleeves
My 

Little Pony
need a genre to stick inside a pigeon’s 

BLACKHOLEKIDS / HOLINESS CHURCH
OF THE VALLEY: Split: Cassette

Of The Valley side isn’t as striking, 

BLACK LIPS / MARK SULTAN: Split: 7”

possible. It’s a good song and a winner 

BLANK PAGES: Self-titled: LP

BREAK ANCHOR / UNSINKABLE
MOLLY BROWN: Split: 7”

split between two clone bands that I can’t 
even tell apart, that’s where I draw the 

CAPTIVE BOLT: Gary Francione: 7”

side of this record has a ninety-second 

Francione. “Hardcore record where the 

CAROUSEL KINGS / 
REAGANOMICS: Split: 7”

CAVES: Betterment: CD / LP

retains the band’s distinctive and 

part and parcel of the songs, nothing 



CELEBRITY GRAVES: 
Can’t Get Away: LP

shitty car and hate-drive to where the 

can’t hear the horns of the cars that are 

CELEBRITY INTERNMENT CAMP:
Self-titled: CD

vignettes that loosely narrate a war 

the concept to be larger than what this 

Southland Tales graphic novels and 

CHEAP ART: Desocialized: 7”

CJ RAMONE: Reconquista: CD/DVD

coolest and will keep the kids rocking 

COELACANTH: Self-titled: CDEP

COLD CIRCUITS: Self-titled: 7”

COLD COMFORT: 
Sometimes It’s Nothing: Cassette

COLIN’S GODSON: Greatest Hits: CD

Undistorted guitars! 
Things that sound like harpsichords! 

powdered wig, and a half-pipe in there, 
too. Pass the Opal Fruits®!

of the Colin’s Godson meet the Spook 
School



COMMON GOAL, A:
Blessings and Battles: CD

with an agenda, especially one as overt 

along, content to tow the Christian line. 

CULO: My Life Sucks 
and I Could Care Less: LP

releases, they spend a good portion 

cage, slowing things down and even 

CURMUDGEON: Amygdala: LP

are okay with having good riffs that 

adds a whole different sonic level. The 
lyrics are printed on one side of the insert 

and…well, I kind of still feel this way, 

The design of the sleeve and insert felt 

DARK RIDES: Walk the Floors: LP
“What’s real is the voice when somebody 
talks, not the hum of circuits in a box.” 

to food choices, to friend choices, 

initially bright colors have wilted and 

“Well here’s to those who didn’t stop at 
the guitar. You’re the reason we stand 
apart. You change it all, with an open 
heart.” 

plain sight. “So don’t you worry about 
the hereafter. The angry gods up in 
the rafters. Listen to the river’s gentle 
laughter. We are one with all matter.” 

DAVE SMALLEY: Punk Rock Days: CD

fans have played over and over again 

a traditional Irish ballad. My favorite of 

an incredible record and the talent is 

DAYLIGHT ROBBERY: “Distant Shores,” 
“Annexed” b/w “Disruption”: 7”



to these two words with this batch of 

DEVO: Hardcore Volume 1: LP

this a fan-only release, the creativity of 

Hardcore present the 

DIRT BIKE ANNIE: Hit the Rock!: LP

for synchronized leg kicks. I tried 

DISABILITY: Rockandrolltigers: Cassette

DISSEKERAD: Self-titled: LP

DÖDSVARG: Om Det Där Med 
Omänskliga Relationer: CDEP

DOPAMINES, THE: Vices: CD

poppy blend of Midwestern-styled, 

deeply personal entries of a long-lost 

DRAGON TURTLE AND ERIC DE JESUS: 
“The Second Summer of Love” b/w 
“The Leaves on the Trees Were Green 
with Youth: 7”

live readings, and this record presents 

The 
air was dusty, it felt like humidity and 
unemployment.



DRUGLORDS OF THE AVENUES: 
New Drugs: CD

reggae-tinged song that probably 

ELEPHANTS: Self-titled: CD

noodling gets a little repetitive and 

energetic delivery and good songs 

ELWAY: Leavetaking: CD

teenagers nowadays, so who can say? 

EX NUNS: Dead of Zero: 7” 

lyrical clarity while not letting the 

FACE TO FACE:
Three Chords and a Half Truth: CD

to report that this is not the case with 

FAITHLESS SAINTS: 
State Dependent Learning: CD

FROZEN TEENS: Self-titled: LP
Frozen Teens aren’t one thing. Fancy 

“Raspberries, oak, chocolate, and 

bad decisions, headaches, forgetting, 

a lot

like and appreciate it. It’s one of those 

GARBAGE DAY / MAKESHIFT: 
Split: Cassette

is a three piece, with two overlapping 

Silent Night, 
Deadly Night Part 2

even hipper. Solid packaging, a pro 

GAS RAG: Human Rights: 7” EP
Chicago hardcore that’s raw as all get 



keep things short, endearingly sloppy 

GATEWAY DISTRICT: 
Old Wild Hearts: LP

Old Wild 
Hearts to the top of the heap. The 

graphics are hypnotic, keeping the 

with printed lyrics sheet as the songs 

They are poetry or short chapters of a 

GOSPEL TRUTH: A Lonely Man 
Does Foolish Things: LP
It’d be easy as pie to shorthand this 
as noise rock. Given the echoes of 

for a two-words-or-less descriptive. 

when

HAMMER AND THE NAILS: “Rome 
Is Burning” b/w “A Product of the
Modern Age”: 7”

best.

have (along with a lot of others) been 

track that is at least as good as any of 

for all the nods they give to bands like 

HATRED SURGE: Human Overdose: LP

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II where 

I heard this insane collaboration record 

sounds

can integrate their styles in a way that 

HEMORRHAGE: Chapter One: CDEP



across to reference Game of Thrones,

reference. Pretty danged good all 

HUFF STUFF MAGAZINE:
Sugar Mountain: LP
Pardon the genealogy and history 
lesson. It’s a good record, instantly 

on his Viva La Vinyl!

a tiger) and boring nonsense like The 

Sugar Mountain, 

HUGH BEAUMONT EXPERIENCE:
Cone Johnson: 7” EP

track on the Cottage Cheese from the 
Lips of Death

again available in all its gritty glory. 

(Cheap Rewards, cheaprewards.net)

HUSSY, THE: Pagan Hiss: LP
Clothes Mountain: 10”

Sonically, Clothes Mountain

Cement 
Tomb Mind Control and Weed Seizure,

Pagan Hiss

on the Weed Seizure

Weed Seizure
Cement 

Tomb

are a little less drowned in reverb than 

IGGY & THE STOOGES: Ready to Die: CD

between this and The Weirdness, the last 

Iggy is front and center on the cover 

have to open the insert to see any sign 

in the band for ten years now. Second, 

Raw Power,

ILLS, THE: Get It: 7”

songwriting is barebones even if there 



IRON LUNG: White Glove Test: 2 x LP
It’s been well over twelve years 

ferocity and tightness as well as being 

constantly releasing new records 

White Glove Test is the 

Brutal Supremacy

a new standard for innovativeness and 

stop/start beat-downs lovingly crafted 

JOINT CHIEFS OF MATH, THE:
Wires: LP

Wires is 

boring constraints by throwing all sorts 

falling into the trappings of look-
how-tight-we-are wankery or the 

on while listening to Wires is his 
crazy-ass beats. It’s the perfect kind of 

JUNIPER RISING: Self-titled: Cassette

well with the kind of power pop and 

JUVENTUD CRASA: Self-titled: 7”

nowhere. It doesn’t stick to one über-

appreciated. I was hoping for a lyric 

KICKER: Not You: CD

KOMODINA 3: Self-titled: LP



KRANG: Broken Waves: 7”

record won’t disappoint. Profane 

LA FLINGUE:
Kleb-Stoff Zéro-Deux: 12” EP

crash between a French Spits and a 

Viva 
l’eyefuck

cover consists of the Sgt. Pepper’s 
Lonely Hearts Club Band cover, 

border. The back cover repeats the 

LEMURIA: The Distance Is So Big: CD

which way the waves broke in the 

added liberal doses of art-rock, roots 

hordes had tried to fence everything 

this tradition. Melding hardcore heft 

interplay, and delicate pop hooks, they 

LILLINGTONS, THE:
Shit out of Luck: Cassette

LINK: Self-titled: CD

bring too

chord choices and sprawling, epic 

as opposed to the too-often rehashed 

LIPSTICK HOMICIDE / 
TURKLETONS, THE:
We’re Gonna Need a Bigger Coat: 7”

with hooks galore and energy to spare. 



LIVIDS: She Likes Zits: 7” EP

to believe this genre had seen its best 

LIVIDS: 
Your House or the Courthouse: 7” EP

title track has a solid hook, not terribly 

this single in the back pile. Strong 

M.O.T.O.: 
Golden Quarter Hour of MOTO: 7” EP

pressed onto seven inches of vinyl, which 

and verses, delivering his clever and 
hopelessly catchy bits directly into 

“Suck 
on this lump of coal and make me a 
diamond?” Balderdash!

“Rock Rock Rock Rock Rock Rock 

Rock Rock Rock Rock Rock Rock 

MAGUMA TAISHI: Self-titled: 7”

Man Records, and Paddy Costello (who 
Conscience 

Left to Struggle with Pockets Full of 
Rust, 

MAKE-OVERS: “Surfbored” 
b/w “Will It Ever Grow Back”: 7”

((not just

MANIPULATION: Untitled: LP

are hardcore record collector nerds 

does the style at least as well their 

songs



as a whole
of its parts. I was a little apprehensive 

MARTIN REV: Self-titled: LP

confrontational acts, Martin Rev was 

vocal delivery over electronic pings 

of the best of the dronier aspects of 

MIGHTY CAESARS, THEE: Beware The 
Ides Of March / Acropolis Now / Thee
Caesars of Trash / Wise Blood: LP

I now have seven Mighty Caesars 

acts, and other Childish bands like 

based on one of his art pieces) and it is 

Caesars served as inspiration to garage 

Thee Caesars lead into Thee Headcoats 

develop increasing bite (Beware… has 

did the originals of all the covers. Part 

MIKE KROL: Trust Fund: 10”

Trust Fund,

(and distortion) to provide cover for 
what, at their heart, are a set of raw and 

the sleeve is written in Japanese) to the 

be a bait and switch to either hide the 

MORTO PELA ESCOLA:
Raiva Do Mundo: 7” EP

level of sophistication to their attack 

MR. ELEVATOR & 
THE BRAIN HOTEL: “Dreamer” 
b/w “Are You Hypnotized”: 7”

NASALROD: Steward: 7” EP

on a given bill, and it’s clear that these 

NEW BOMB TURKS: 
Tape Worm Blues: 10”
!!Destroy-Oh-Boy!!: LP

an old Crypt Records catalog (circa late 



cover of Tape Worm Blues

back then. I love !!Destroy-Oh-Boy!!,

Pissing 
out the Poison
plays the occasional show, and I got to 
see their recent twentieth anniversary gig 
celebrating the release of !!Destroy-Oh-
Boy!!

NEW IRON FRONT: Street Sessions: CD

over and over again. The band rages 

blistering solos and angry vocals. It all 

the speakers at their show, swallowed 

NEW YORK WANNABES: 
Loud and Proud: 12”

titled Loud and Proud

before, not often does a band get it 

NIGHT: Gunpowder Treason: 7”

for The Scorpions, and others of their 

NO MORE ART / DOOM TOWN: Split: 7”

Tension, forced captivity, iced-over 
earth, and that sliver of hope that keeps 

NOISEM: CD

anyone else nailed this so hard? 

to early-twenties… fuuuck) that even 

NOMAD: Self-titled: 12”EP

few years it has proved it once again, 

pretty stoked on the lack of vocal 

newer bands in this genre have been 
overdoing it. It’s an overdone trend. 

NONA: Through the Head: LP

OBLIVIANS: Desperation: LP



Hoboken on a weekend when I already 

home

The Oblivians were the angriest band 

Desperation

Soul Food Popular 
Favorites

Desperation

Desperation better than 
Play Nine Songs...) and several songs 

to even listen to new Oblivians songs. 

OBNOX: Corrupt Free Enterprise: 2 x LP

weirdness going on beneath. It’s a 

PAINT FUMES: Sally Smoked Dope: 7”

fan of the Goner/Hozac/In The Red 
Records rosters. Think early Oblivians 
or Cheater Slicks showered in reverb 

PEACH KELLI POP: Self-titled: LP

when I saw this one. I knew the band 

on the beach wearing her pastel-colored 

PEEPLE WATCHIN’: 
Somethin’ Ta Tell Ya: Cassette

really good riffs 

and power? I think so. If I were in a pit 

PEER GROUP:
Rhetoric and Hands: 7” EP

recordings by the Reactionaries, 

once was, it’s great to see/hear 



PIÑATA PROTEST: El Valiente: CD

deliver the goods with nine tracks 

tracks are in Spanish while others are 

PINK SMOKE: No Party: Cassette

Sports. Coincidentally or not, these 
songs also happen to be recorded by 

Men. That’s not to say these fellas 

PISS TEST: Self-titled: 7”

need

PRIMITIVE HEARTS: High & Tight: LP

a variety of retro-style riffs. The 

have high-pitched sincerity with a 

lots of good oooing and aaaing. It’s 
a good record for those who like the 

PROPAGANDHI: Failed States: LP
It’s been said before that this band 

Failed 
States

and thrash, Propagandhi perfects what 
Potemkin City Limits 

and Supporting Caste

Failed States is as 

of the lyrics. Perhaps it’s the fact that 

is now a father, perhaps it’s the sign 

direct, personal sets of lyrics this band 

begin a song with “I like Kurt Russell 
as Captain Ron

and songwriter, that line had better 

not 

incorporated into these songs, be it a 

to a particle accelerator (“Hadron 
Failed States perfectly 

riffs and lyrics that only a band with 

RADIATOR HOSPITAL:
Something Wild: CD

Something Wild

all thirteen tracks, Something Wild
stays a few degrees lighter than the pop 

inline alongside the likes of Scared 

wear a lot of black T-shirts and want the 



RAINBOW GUN SHOW: 
Cinderella Sizzle: 7”

Hozac Records. Fey vocals and strong 

this level of great songs. This is well 
above average for synth pop, and there 
has been a ton released in recent years. 

RATIONS: Martyrs and Prisoners: 7”EP

the cover? I think so. Is that a city 

is standing at the crossroads of the 

think those blind basket weavers are 

and they’re not shackled. It takes a 

decay, it does good to appreciate 
the little things that haven’t been 

threw a stone into a pond. Rations 

REAL NUMBERS: 
Only Two Can Play: 12” EP

RICH CROOK: “Tonight Alright”: 7” EP

Chilton and Shoes pay attention. Rich 

it is. Pressed on red vinyl, to boot. 

Highway, ghosthighwayrecordings.

RISE AGAINST: RPM 10: CD/LP

Revolutions 
Per Minute, 

close to the original versions, so it’s 

ROMAN CANDLES: Riley Versus Jason 
in the Battle of Gracious Living: LP

wisely recorded in one sitting and the 

Gordon possesses a wide range of 

, )

ROOFIED RESISTANCE:
Terminal Hangover: CD

song titles, and packaging ((Zapf 



Chancery! Comic Sans! Myspace!)), 

weird girlfriends. Oddly, it’s nothing 

want to be told he occasionally sings 

if they still play songs on the radio. 

RUBRICS: Apathy Is an Institution: LP

lyrics on the ideological Fifteen side of 

lostcatrecords.org)

RUINED FAMILIES: Blank Language: LP

RUMSPRINGER: LP

record was Empty Towers, a record 

 covers 

shading in the lyrics. Shit, ’s 

second challenge bested is that dreaded 

 is a brave record with 

 than 
in Empty Towers

SECTARIAN VIOLENCE:
Upward Hostility: LP

hardcore powers (a Yankee, a Swede, 

period Voorhees belligerence staring 

listened to this over and over and kept 

(Grave Mistake)

SHARING MASS GRAVES: 
Evil Death: LP

Climb inside you! Become one! See 
through your eyes when I cum!

by Silence of the Lambs. Those aren’t 

SHARK PACT / 
CUSTODY BATTLE: Split: 7’’ EP



wasn’t disappointed. I love the darkness 
of their lyrics that are confrontational to 
the head-in-the-sand positivity of their 

with real depression and despair. Their 

like one of those short-lived Chattanooga 

SICK/TIRED: King of Dirt: LP

in a genre that has been left with a 

From Enslavement to Obliteration,
Anticapital, The Inalienable Dreamless,
World Extermination, and now King of 
Dirt

SIR REG: 21st Century Loser: CD

with bagpipes. Sir Reg are what I 

with the gentler poetic sensibilities of 

SOKEA PISTE: Ajatus Karkaa: LP

what’s to be heard on the vinyl. This is 

of watercolors, sinewy lines, and strange 

Ajatus Karkaa
exactly like that. It is abrasive, controlled 

both the original Finnish lyrics as well 

SORRY STATE: No Hard Feelings: CD

hardcore here, keeping the songs tight, 

SOUTH CAREY: Pure Vanity: Cassette

city and their scene. This is apparent 



Punk-O-Rama, or other 

Pure 
Vanity

Pure 
Vanity

SPOKENEST: We M ve: 12”

represented in Spokenest’s lyrics is 

downsizing by thirty-three percent and 

Rattled Minds
thinking, “Shit! I wish I could form a 
band and open for these kids.” Sadly, I 

on and carrying it as well as they are. 

STEVE ADAMYK BAND:
Monterrey: 7”EP

of the fact there are people with long 

so effortless, so easy, so transparent, 
falsely appearing to be brittle when 

bands still

difference. If John Peel were still 

Taylor (Hosehead)

STRAIGHT ARROWS: “Never Enough” 
b/w “Can’t Stand It”: 7”

length It’s Happening

Ambient

SUCCESS: 
We are the Elitist Generation: CD
I’ve said it before in these very pages 

like an endless parade of bland, radio-

on the whole disc which is otherwise 

SUNDIALS / TATLINS TOWER: Split: 7”

not too cerebral, not too polished, and 

TENEMENT: “Freak Cast in Iron” 
b/w “Books on Hell and 
Sermons on TV”: 7”EP



TIKDOFF: Zero Trux: LP

clearly falling within hardcore’s 

doesn’t follow a rather large herd. Things 

TIMMY VULGAR:
Center of Saturn: Cassette

Center of Saturn is. There 

TOYOTAS, THE: Toyotas for Sale: 10”

covers ((Reducers! “Tainted 
Love!”

TOYS THAT KILL / FUTURE VIRGINS:
Split: 7” 

of this track. Speaking to the other half 

Western Problems,

each other on this release. It’s worth 

TRASHIES: Teenage Rattlesnakes: LP

TURN ME ON DEADMAN:
We Are the Star People: LP

presents this band as an innovative, 

UV RACE: “Gypsy King” 
b/w “Charlie Sheen”: 7”



Razorcake

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Radio Ready - Texas: Volume One: LP

Killed by Death

is aces (gatefold sleeve, liner notes 

Rewards, cheaprewards.net)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
Twitch and Gloam: CD

synths, geetars, and other devices and lay 

VEHEMENT SERENADE:
The Things That Tear You Apart: CD

Of Resistance) hardcore band like I 
need a kick to the head, which is what I 

core bands I’ve heard before, even 

VIBRATORS, THE: On the Guest List: CD

Vibrators haven’t felt like a vital, 

was Fucking Punk ‘77 a few years 

a few years ago on Fucking Punk ‘77 
i reckon)), with the twist being that 

Cornwell, Chris Spedding, Ty Segall. 

Learning English, 
Lesson One, 

and Gibson™ basses. They didn’t 



VIOLENT BULLSHIT: Age of Quarrel 2 
by Amon Duul 3: 7” EP

tropes associated with that genre are in 

vocals, howling angry lyrics, and the 

WARM NEEDLES / COSTANZA: Split: 7”
Two bands playing different styles of 

WARM TOY MACHINE:
Not Tired to Blow: LP

WE ARE HEX: Lewd Nudie Animals: 7” 

records, along with a steady diet of 

Hail the Goer

WE HAVE HEAVEN:
Feel the Power: LP+CD

WELCH BOYS, THE:
Bring Back the Fight: CD

in the band photo. The rest of the 

WHITE NIGHT: 
Prophets of Templum CDXX: LP

Prophets of 
Templum CDXX

WHITE ORANGE: Onawa: CD

by Loveless
as anything Hawkwind ever released. 

WHITE WALLS / DEEP HEAT: Split: 7”

However, I can say that these two bands 

rich notes of heavy shoegaze, paired with 

of the desperateness of that song) lean 



WOOLEN MEN:
Tour Tape Number Two: Cassette
Five really tight, well played pop songs 

YIKES SURF CLUB, LE: Yikes: CDEP

garage rock, steeped in reverb and catchy 

YOUNG LIGHT: 
Great White Arc: CDEP/LP

at night with a nice gin and tonic in 

YOUTH AVOIDERS: Self-titled (East 
Coast Invasion 2013 edition): LP

ten new songs, and a new version of 

to their already great songwriting 
repertoire. The closing track “Oil 

having a slightly different vibe than 

YUPPICIDE: American Oblivion: CD

potency bands this long-in-the-tooth 

what they do well and have the good 

ZEBRASSIERES: I Am a Human: LP

ZENTRALHEIZUNG OF DEATH:
Busy Ghost: 7”

record are to be seen to be believed. If 

there’s a process to doing this that isn’t 

a wizard or a skilled scrap booker, 

will not be disappointed by this one. 

ZERO BOYS: Pro Dirt: 7”EP

Vicious Circle

That’s not an opinion. That’s a 
Make

It Stop

Pro Dirt
Pummel

Read 19,687 more record reviews at 
razorcake.org/record-reviews
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• 12XU,
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• 45 RPM,
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Rodenbergstraße 31, 
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• Crypt,

• Damaged Goods,
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• Impure Muzik,
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• Iron Lung,
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• No Front Teeth,

• No Red Tape,

• No Stayer,

• P.Trash
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• Pirates Press, th St., 

• Plan-It-X,

• Poison City,

• Prank,

• Profane Existence,

• Reality Is A Cult,

• Rebellion,

• Recess,

• Red Scare,

• Rerun,

• Resurrection,

• Rise, th

• Roaratorio,

• Rock n Roll Disgrace,

• Rumbletowne,

• Sailor’s Grave,

• Salinas, c/o Marco Reosti, PO 

• Saustex,

• Sexy Baby,

• Shake!,

• Shield,

• Silver Sprocket,

• Sinkhole Texas,

• Slovenly,

• Slow Death,

• Snappy Little Numbers, PO 

• Space Collector, c/o Chris 

• Spastic Fantastic, Schillerstr. 

• Speed! Nebraska,

• Suicide,

• Superior Viaduct,
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• Tankcrimes,

• Thumper Punk,

• Total Punk,

• Tour Van,

• Toxic State,

• Twistworthy,

• Underground Communiqué,

• Unrecords,

• Ut,

• Wess, th

• Whoa Oh,
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                                    or recently posted on razorcake.org.to bands and labels that were reviewed either in this issue



45: RADON, $4, 4 ½” x 6 ½”, 
offset, bound, 43 pgs.

#28 (or Aww Geez!)

have a long relationship with the band’s 

from

This difference in vicinity to the band 

#28). Fristoe 

always nice to 

any groove on any Radon record and 

They’re half-crazed with worry. They 

shadows

normal.

had interactions with the band when he 

Pablo is not singing along there, he’s 

get the record 

#28 

to have heard of Radon to appreciate 

ANARCHISM & ECOLOGY: THE 
HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIP,
$2.50, 8½” x 5½”, copied, 30 pgs.

part zine on the relationship between 

is, then its general relationship to 

letting the reader critically analyze 

can decide the validity of the writer’s 

highly advise anyone to give it a read. 

APPLESAUCE, $?, 7” x 8 ½”, 
color copied.

AS YOU WERE: A PUNK COMIX 
ANTHOLOGY: #1, $5, 5½” x 7½”, 
offset with cardstock cover, 74 pgs.

Give ‘Em the Boot II? I 
kid. It’s like a Bloodstains Across…

silversprocket.net)

CABILDO QUARTERLY #2-#3, $1, 
11” x 17”, copied, 2 pgs.
This is a short, two-sided, literary 

FINALE 95 #1, $?, 4 ¼” x 5 ½”, 
copied, 36 pgs.

I have been doing zines since this 

interviewer regardless, and plenty of 

GENEVA13 #19, $?, 8½” x 5½”, 
copied, 59 pgs.

itself on the present and the Scooby-

a fascination with the past and with 

an appreciation for preservation, 

Send all zines for review to: 
Razorcake,
PO Box 42129, LA, CA 90042
Please include a postal 
address (that’s how we trade), 
the number of pages, the price, 
and whether or not you accept trades.

ZINE
R E V I E W S

“It gets weird 
and that’s its 
strength. ”

–Todd Taylor
GOOD LUCK #1



Geneva13 
things in a well-presented and diverse 

oven. Overall, this zine shows the 

GOOD LUCK #1, $?, 5½” x 7½”, 
copied, 36 pgs.

It gets weird and that’s its strength. 

HENRY & GLENN FOREVER & 
EVER #2, $5, 5½” x 7”, offset, 36 pgs. 

love this zine. However, I have a few 

is evidence of that celebrity and the 

agents, TV shows, and parody shirts. 

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL #362, $4, 
8¼” x 10¾”, newsprint, 128 pgs.

MRR,

MRR

on We Got Power, the legendary 

go wrong with MRR

MRR

MEDIA JUNKY, $1/stamps or nice 
letter, 5½ ” x 8 ½”, copied, 15 pgs.

of the papernet is Jason Rodgers 
with Media Junky. Media Junky is 

NEITHER THEIR WAR NOR THEIR 
PEACE: AGAINST MILITARISM, 
WAR, AND THE STATE 
MONOPOLY ON VIOLENCE, $2, 
8½” x 5½”, copied, 34pgs.

different views people apply to it. This 

also goes into depth how the lower class 

rd

ORGAN GRINDER #1, $5. 

Highlights

also litter the pages of this fantastic 

canines which which which which 

RAIN CROW RAIN CROW SING 
US A SHOWER, $?, 5½” x 7½”, copied 
with silk-screened cover, 36 pgs.

Thoughtworm for years. Rain Crow acts 

in those spaces, he stitches big ideas and 
everyday observations together. He’s 

there is an antidote for each poison 

RISE #1(?), $?, 5½” x 7½”, 
copied, 16 pgs.

ROOTS: BLACK GHETTO 
ECOLOGY, free, 8½” x 5½”, 
copied, 17 pgs.
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“When I’m worried about rotting teeth, lack of health 
care, rent, or feeling a surge of existential dread, I can 
rock out to Radon and experience some relief.”

–Craven Rock | 45: RADON





Most people who don’t live in poverty 

altogether, this is a great dive into 
the relation of race (and even gender) 

SHARDS OF GLASS IN YOUR EYE 
#9, $3, 5 ½” x 8 ½”, copied, 24 pgs.

the eternal weirdness of her location as 

SOCIALISM & STATE, $2.50, 
8½” x 5½”, copied, 16 pgs.
Socialism & State offers a brief history 

in their views and ideals. It’s a great 

anyone who’s trying to get a better 

SUNDRIFT, $?, 5 ½” x 6”, 
copied, 20 pgs.

called Sundrift... anyway, what I can 
identify is that this zine is entirely 

beat generation that always drove 

TWO SKUNKS FOR VALENTINE’S 
DAY: A TRIP TO AWESOME FEST 
6, $?, 8½” x 5½”, copied, 24 pgs. 
This is a short story by the incredible 

UNUSUAL DEATH OF GREGORY 
BIGGS: A TRUE STORY, THE, $?, 
5 ½” x 8 ½”, copied, 12 pgs.

Gilbert Hernandez and the story 

Stray 
Bullets

Mallard’s car. Mallard proceeded 

and sleep with her boyfriend while 

as far as to list a series of notes and 

the art garners a second or third look. 

1,948 more zine reviews
 can be found at razorcake.org





BOOK
R E V I E W S

Dezerter: Miscarried Generation?
By Krzysztof Grabowski, 300 pgs.

I’ve reviewed for Razorcake

–

Fan Interference: A Collection of Baseball Rants and Reflections
Edited by Mike Faloon and Steve Reynolds, 226 pgs.

Zisk

Zisk, 

by Fan Interference. 

Fan 
Interference 
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“I do keep track of the Red Sox, but only to know when they’re playing 
at home so as to avoid the subway lines the fans take to the game.” 

–Kurt Morris, Fan Interference: A Collection of Baseball Rants and Reflections





Fan 
Interference. –

Madhouse Fog
By Sean Carswell

Madhouse Fog

and how they’re both staffed with well-intentioned professionals trying to 

sides of the fence. The irony is not lost. 

Caddyshack

Cannery Row

Spy Rock Memories
By Larry Livermore, 238 pgs.

Lookout 

Spy Rock Memories, as well as insight into 
an alternative way of living (off the grid with a grow operation in the woods 

Anderson 
Valley Advertiser
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VID
EO

R E V I E W S

Brick and Mortar and Love: DVD
Brick and Mortar and Love

If Brick and Mortar and Love

Read 442 independent book reviews at 
razorcake.org/punk-book-reviews



Brick and Mortar and Love

Brick and Mortar and Love

Filmage: The Story of Descendents/All: Theatrical

Filmage 

sporadically to this day.

boy? I certainly didn’t and being on the other side of the world (pre-internet) 

Read 225 independent video reviews at 
razorcake.org/punk-video-reviews


